
New leisure chart folios for Greece published by NV Charts. 

Modern atlas format paper charts from latest cartography sources with digital solution 

for mobile app-navigation with tablet, phone or PC. 
Eckernförde. The NV Chart Group GmbH increases the coverage with the popular NV.Atlas leisure 

chart folios to Greece. Four volumes are designed to cover the complete Greek waters, all islands and 

the mainland coastline. Each atlas combines paper charts from small scale overview charts to large 

scale details with digital content to be used with the nv charts app for mobile navigation. 

NV.Atlas GR1 Greece and NV.Atlas GR2 Greece are already available, Volumes three and four are 

coming soon. Each atlas cost € 69,80 (incl. German sales tax). 

Boating holidays in Greece is often a highlight in the travel plans of both sailors and motorboat 

drivers. Whether with an own boat or with a chartered vessel it is a fantastic cruising ground with 

friendly people and charming anchorages. In order to navigate safely through the challenging waters 

and to be prepared when the weather may turn stormy, it is of utmost importance to have up-to-

date and reliable charts which are easy to work with. 

Modern paper charts are produced as atlas 
The team at the NV Chart Group has a long and successful experience in providing chart products 

which are designed for leisure boat mariners. The modern format for paper charts is an atlas-bound 

chartwork which consists of large-scale overview charts to facilitate passage planning, medium scale 

coastal charts and large-scale harbour plans, detail charts and special charts for particular complex 

areas. The atlas keeps all charts in a fixed order, so the reference to other charts can be found 

immediately. It also enables to produce size A2 charts in an A3 booklet which is easy to stow away in 

the chart table. 

Digital navigation makes boating safe 
Included in all nv charts atlas products is the digital cartography for the region. It uses the same chart 

content including all details, plans and large-scale charts. It is designed for use with the nv charts 

app, which is available for the following operation systems: iOS, MacOS, Android, Windows. The app 

can be installed on tablets, phones or PC (Windows and MacOS). 

The app plots the position of the vessel, shows AIS contacts, routing and, subject to mobile network 

availability, can show weather forecast as an overlay on the charts. 

  



About NV Chart Group 

The NV Chart Group GmbH is Europe’s largest supplier of nautical charts, books and digital 

cartography. The nv charts products are produced by cartography experts and distributed in 

Germany, all over Europe, the US and in the Caribbean. These leisure chart atlases are the modern 

paper format (Dame Nomination 2015) which always includes digital charts for nv charts app and 

several popular navigation software packages.  
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Links: 

https://nvcharts.com/shop/de/seekarten/mittelmeer/nv.atlas-gr-1-greece-ionian-islands--

peloponnese-albania 

https://nvcharts.com/shop/de/seekarten/mittelmeer/nv.atlas-gr-2-greece-cyclades-to-crete--athens 

 

Pictures: 

https://nvcharts.com/shop/de/haendlerbereich-resellerarea 
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